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Many applications, for instance the MS .NET Global Assembly Cache (GAC), are naturally
expressed as 3-valuedmodels where an additional third truth value models uncertainty or
under-specification. An example of under-specification is that a component in a GAC may
or may not have a mainmethod. Models described in this manner can then be analyzed to
refute or verify properties about the concrete systems they intend to model. This approach
to system validation traditionally considers only one model at a time, even though this
model may evolve if subjected to analysis. Many applications, however, benefit from or
require the simultaneous consideration of multiple models of systems. We mention here
requirements from different stake holders, and data drawn from federated databases.
This paper therefore builds the mathematical foundations for property verification and
refutation as applied to finitely many 3-valued models, where each model is endowed
with states — possibly named by nominals, also known as hybrid constraints — labelled
transitions, and atomic propositions. Specifically, we show that deciding whether a finite
set of models has a common concrete system (consistency) is typically in PTIME, and that
deciding whether a common concrete system satisfies a formula of the hybrid mu-calculus
(satisfiability), and its dual (validity), are EXPTIME-complete. We propose sound and
efficient approximations of these EXPTIME-complete checks by synthesizing and checking
“summary” models. These approximations are optimal if all models are deterministic.
Finally, we point out that such optimality of summary models is unattainable whenever
not all summarized models are deterministic.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In model checking [41,7] one creates and decides judgments M |= φ, where M is a model of a computational system,
φ is a property, and |= a satisfaction relation specifying which models enjoy what properties. In this context of deciding
M |= φ, abstraction is widely perceived as a key technique in combating the notorious state explosion problem, that the size
of models is typically exponential in the number of system observables or processes. Recent years have seen an increased
use of 3-valued system abstractions inmodel checking and program analysis (e.g. [11–13,43,4,20,21]). Such abstract models
are 3-valued as static and dynamic information about atomic observables is specified in twomodes: “may be true” and “must
be true”.
We illustrate this 3-valued, abstraction-based approach to model checking in the simple setting of propositional logic.
Formulas
φ ::= p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | φ ∨ φ
are generated from a set of atomic propositions (p ∈)AP. Models are total functions M : AP → {true, false,⊥}, where
M(p) = ⊥ means that the truth value of p in model M is unknown or under-specified. The connection to must and may
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Fig. 1. The information order [4] on the set {true, false,⊥}.
information is simply that M(p) = true specifies “p must be true in M” whereas M(p) ∈ {true,⊥} specifies “p may be true
in M”. For 3-valued model checking the satisfaction relation M |= φ extends the familiar semantics of propositional logic
as follows: identify truewith {true}, falsewith {false}, and ⊥with {true, false}; and then apply the familiar semantics point-
wise. For example,⊥∧ true = ⊥ since {true, false} ∧ {true} = {true∧ true, false∧ true} = {true, false}. Similarly, one obtains
¬⊥ = ⊥, true ∨⊥ = true etc.
The abstraction relation onmodels is derived from the information order≤i on truth values forwhich⊥ ≤i true,⊥ ≤i false
and true and false are incomparable maximal elements, see Fig. 1. ModelM′ abstracts (is refined by) modelM iff for all p ∈ AP
we have M′(p) ≤i M(p). For example, the model that assigns ⊥ to all p ∈ AP abstracts all other models, and so all models
refine that model. For 3-valued model checking the satisfaction relation |= is often denoted by |=a [30,31] to suggest that
M′ |=a φ asserts “all refinements of M′ satisfy φ” and so φ must be true. This property holds for the propositional semantics
above:
∀M′ ∀φ : M′ |=a φ⇒ (∀M : M′ abstracts M ⇒ M |=a φ). (1)
The main benefit of this approach is that both property verification of φ (M′ |=a φ holds) and refutation of φ (M′ |=a ¬φ
holds) on abstractmodelsM′ transfer soundly to the concrete systems theymodel, as specified in (1), whereas this transfer is
sound only for verifications in the 2-valued case whenever properties have unrestricted negation (see e.g. [30]). Specifically,
the abstraction of a concrete model (e.g. the operational meaning of a C program) in predicate abstraction tools, such as
SLAM [2] and BLAST [24], is traditionally a “safe simulation” [30] and allows the verification of universal path properties only.
An example of a universal path property is “For all execution paths, only stable states are reached”. The 3-valued approach of
abstraction is not limited in this way. Properties that combine existential and universal quantifiers for execution paths, such
as “For all execution paths: if an unstable state is reached, then there is a continuation from that state back to a stable state,”
also satisfy (1) for various notions of models and branching-time temporal logics [30]. We point out that such properties are
more and more needed in exploiting the observed merging of testing, model checking, and simulation environments [19].
Despite the effective use of abstraction in the aforementioned tools, abstraction is no panacea. If wewish to verifyM |=a φ
by appealing to (1), i.e. by finding an abstractionM′ ofM and then verifyingM′ |=a φ, our choice ofM′ may fail. For example,
if φ equals (¬p∨¬q∨ r)∧¬r,M′ = [p 7→ true, q 7→ ⊥, r 7→ false], andM = [p 7→ true, q 7→ false, r 7→ false], thenM′ abstracts
M andM |=a φ butM′ |=a φ does not hold. The concern is that a chosenM′ may have toomuchmay information and too little
must information so a balance needs to be struck between aggressive abstraction and the precision of the analysis.
There are a range of situations in which reasoning about a single model is undesirable, unacceptable or impossible. We
state some examples.
(1) In requirements engineering, stake holders formulate constraints for a system and each such viewpoint can be construed
as a model [39].
(2) Federated databases provide the illusion of a single data repository but each local database may have or change its own
schema [42].
(3) In software verification, a computer programmay be abstracted by different tools or domains [8] each ofwhich produces
a model of that program.
(4) Today’s software products need a high degree of configurability and reuse, and each customized deployment has its
specific model [3].
(5) In UML modelling, one rarely has a single message sequence chart and a collection of charts is the natural subject of
behavioral analysis [45].
The scenario of item (3) is more restricted as it ensures the consistency of all abstractions by construction. All of these
scenarios share that one wants to reason about finitely many models M1, . . . ,Mn collectively, and that individual models
Mi benefit from being 3-valued since states and events foreign to Mi can be incorporated asmay information whereas local
knowledge is represented asmust information inMi. For example, if a database Mi has no entry for a proposition p, it is safe
to assume that pmay be true, but is not known to be true, in Mi.
Example 1. Let AP1 = {p, q, r}, AP2 = {q, r, s}, and AP3 = {p, r, s} for three models Mi with atomic propositions APi,
respectively. Let these models be given by M1 = [p 7→ true, q 7→ false, r 7→ ⊥], M2 = [q 7→ false, r 7→ true, s 7→ ⊥],
and M3 = [p 7→ true, r 7→ false, s 7→ ⊥]. Then we extend each of these models to AP = AP1 ∪ AP2 ∪ AP3 by setting
M1(s) = M2(p) = M3(q) = ⊥.
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We define C(M) as the set of 2-valued concretizations of a 3-valued model M:
C(M) = {K | M abstracts K, ∀p ∈ AP : K(p) 6= ⊥}.
Concretizations ofM are refinements ofM that cannot be refined anymore, they are “concrete” as no⊥ is present that needs
to be refined to true or false. Model checks on M need to reason soundly about the entire set C(M) as (1) suggests that any
K ∈ C(M) could be the actual systemmodelled byM. The collective reasoning about finitely many models therefore reasons
about sets of the form
k⋂
i=1
C(Mi) (k > 1), (2)
the principal object of study in this paper. Please note the use of intersection in (2) as opposed to union. Each model Mi is
understood as a genuine constraint on concrete systems and all such constraints need to be realized.
Example 2. Continuing Example 1 with all models extended to AP, we have [p 7→ true, q 7→ false, r 7→ true, s 7→ false] ∈
C(M1) ∩ C(M2) and [p 7→ true, q 7→ false, r 7→ false, s 7→ false] ∈ C(M1) ∩ C(M3). But C(M2) ∩ C(M3), and therefore
C(M1) ∩ C(M2) ∩ C(M3) as well, is empty.
Remark 3. Reasoning about sets in (2) is easy in the case of propositional logic. First,
⋂k
i=1 C(Mi) is non-empty iff for all
p ∈ AP we have {true, false} 6⊆ {Mi(p) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, i.e. iff the latter set is consistent with respect to≤i. Second, all non-empty⋂k
i=1 C(Mi) are expressible as a singleC(Mˆ)where, for all p ∈ AP, Mˆ(p) is defined to be themaximal value of {Mi(p) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}
with respect to ≤i.
Example 4. Continuing Example 2, we have
C(M1) ∩ C(M2) = C([p 7→ true, q 7→ false, r 7→ true, s 7→ ⊥]) (3)
C(M1) ∩ C(M3) = C([p 7→ true, q 7→ false, r 7→ false, s 7→ ⊥]).
In this paper we will see that Mˆ satisfying C(Mˆ) = ⋂ki=1 C(Mi) may not always exist if we extend propositional logic
with temporal operators and models with states and state transitions; and that the non-emptiness check for such sets then
requires co-inductivemachinery. In extending 3-valuedmodel checking from reasoning aboutC(M) to reasoning about sets
of the form
⋂k
i=1 C(Mi), we re-develop two familiar research issues from 3-valued model checking [4,5].
• Issue #1. Understand the computational complexity of satisfiability and validity checking over sets in (2) for a suitable
modal mu-calculus.
• Issue #2. Seek efficient ways of approximating those decision problems.
Inmoving from single setsC(M) to finite intersections of such sets, we are also facedwith an additional decision problem,
that of consistency. Sets in (2) may be empty, even if all C(Mi) are non-empty, and so no common concretizations of all Mi
may exist. We therefore identify a third research issue in this setting.
• Issue #3. Efficiently decide the non-emptiness of sets in (2) for fixed k.
Our notion of model, defined in Section 2, is a variant of Kripke modal transition systems [30] where some atomic
state propositions are nominals, true at exactly one state. This naming semantics of nominals allows for the modelling of
agents, tags in XML documents, etc. It also allows the specification of properties in hybrid logics (e.g. [18]) which extend the
expressiveness of temporal logics. We present an informal example of such a model.
Example 5. Fig. 2 shows such amodel where nominalsmodel the location of agents. Transitionsmodel named relationships
between agents and propositions model beliefs held at certain states and applying to agents at that state.
Contributions of our paper.We show that the decision problem identified in Issue #3 is typically in PTIME and that the one
in Issue#1 is EXPTIME-complete for the hybridmu-calculus of Sattler andVardi [44].We also define singlemodel summaries
that abstract (respectively, refine) all 3-valued models (Mi, si), and prove the optimality of the refining summary whenever
the transition relations of all Mi are deterministic. These summaries have diagnostic value and their model checks soundly
approximate the validity and satisfiability checks above. We also show that no optimal summary models are definable
whenever not allMi are deterministic.We offer no experimental validation at this point asmore foundationalwork is needed
for the derivation of efficient but reasonably precise approximations to the EXPTIME-complete checks above.
Outline of our paper. In Section 2 we define 3-valued models and their 3-valued compositional property semantics.
Section 3 defines refinement between models and proves that the 3-valued compositional property semantics is sound for,
and logically characterizes, refinement. In Section 4 we define satisfiability, validity, and consistency checking for a finite
set of models and the hybrid mu-calculus, and show that the former two are EXPTIME-complete and so no more complex
(in the size of the formula) than generalized model checking for the modal mu-calculus [5] and a single, non-hybrid model.
Section 5 develops, for a fixed number of models in which nominals may be true at only one (possibly different) state,
an efficient algorithm for consistency checking which computes all tuples of states that have a common concretization.
Section 6 discusses how single summary models can be created for approximating the satisfiability and validity checking of
multiple 3-valuedmodels. In particular, we prove that the summary for common concretizations is optimal whenever all 3-
valuedmodels are deterministic, and that such optimality is unattainable in general in the non-deterministic case. Section 7
states related work. Section 8 concludes.
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Fig. 2. A 2-valued model with AP = {p, q}, Nom = {Alice, Bob, SecurityBroker, Spy}, and Act = {attacks, knows, trusts,workswith} where p could denote
“Alice is trusted”, and q could mean “No attacks are launched from here”.
Fig. 3. A 3-valued model with AP, Nom, and Act as in Fig. 2.
2. Models and their property semantics
For the remainder of this paper let AP, Nom, and Act be mutually disjoint finite sets of state propositions, nominals,
and events (respectively). The idea is that AP ∪ Nom and Act are atomic observables that annotate states and transitions
(respectively). The hybrid nature of nominals n ∈ Nom comes from restricting the class of 2-valued models to those for
which each n ∈ Nom is true at (i.e. annotates or names) exactly one state. Nominals can extend the expressive power
of modal logic without increasing the complexity of model and satisfiability checking (see e.g. [18] and Example 10). We
define 2-valued and 3-valued models.
Definition 6. (1) For α ∈ Act, α¯ denotes the “inverse” event and its semantics is given in the next item. We let ¯¯α be α again
and write Act = {α¯ | α ∈ Act}.
(2) A 3-valued model M is a pair (Ma,Mc) with Ma = (S, Ra, La) and Mc = (S, Rc, Lc) where
• S is a set of states,
• Ra, Rc ⊆ S × (Act ∪ Act)× S are transition relations with Ra ⊆ Rc, ((s, α¯, s′) ∈ Rm iff (s′,α, s) ∈ Rm) for all α ∈ Act and
m ∈ {a, c}, and
• La, Lc : AP ∪ Nom → P(S) are labelling functions with La(q) ⊆ Lc(q) for all q ∈ AP ∪ Nom subject to the following
constraints, for all n ∈ Nom:
(a) La(n) contains at most one state and Lc(n) is non-empty,
(b) if La(n) is non-empty, La(n) = Lc(n).
For s ∈ S, (M, s) is a pointed 3-valued model M with initial state s.
A model M is 2-valued or concrete iff Ma = Mc.
Remark 7. In figures of this paper the following applies: Solid lines denote Ra-transitions, and dashed lines denote Rc \ Ra-
transitions. For q ∈ AP∪Nom, a label q, q?, or its absence at state t denote t ∈ La(q), t ∈ Lc(q)\La(q), and t 6∈ Lc(q) (respectively).
All nominals are underlined.
Example 8. Fig. 2 depicts a 2-valuedmodel expressing various relationships between, and beliefs of, four agents. Figs. 3 and
4 depict similar but 3-valued models.
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Fig. 4. A 3-valued model with AP, Nom, and Act as in Fig. 2. This model refines the one in Fig. 3 and has the one in Fig. 2 as a concretization.
Fig. 5. Semantics of hMU over 3-valuedmodels ((S, Ra, La), (S, Rc, Lc)) for modem ∈ {a, c}where lfp denotes the least fixed-point operator, here applied to
the function λA.[| φ |]mρ[Z 7→A] : P(S) → P(S) over the complete lattice (P(S),⊆). The environment ρ[Z 7→ A] equals ρ except at Z where it maps to A in mode
m and preserves consistency in the dual mode ¬m. We have ¬a = c, ¬c = a, and premα (A) = {s ∈ Σ | ∃s′ ∈ A : (s,α, s′) ∈ Rm} for all α ∈ Act ∪ Act and
m ∈ {a, c}.
The intuition behind 3-valued models is that all a-structure specifies asserted (also called “guaranteed”, “valid”, “must”,
etc.) information, whereas all c-structure declares consistent (also called “possible”, “satisfiable”, “may”, etc.) information
[35]. Therefore, the complement of c-information specifies an impossibility, e.g. (s,α, s′) 6∈ Rc expresses that event α cannot
lead from state s to state s′, even at refining states. The constraints (a) and (b) on nominals in Definition 6 are based on the
optimized reading of the expressions s ∈ Lc(n) and s ∈ La(n) as [27] “nmay be true at s” and “n is true at s” (respectively).
The hybrid mu-calculus of [44] (hMU) is defined in negation normal form in [44] and its expressiveness relates it closely
to description logics [36], which are prominently used in knowledge representation. Here we define the grammar of hMU
with an unrestricted clause for negation. Hybrid extensions of branching-time temporal logics, e.g. hybrid CTL [18,27], are
all expressible in hMU whose grammar is
φ ::= q | Z | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | 〈α〉φ | µZ.φ (4)
where q ∈ AP ∪ Nom, α ∈ Act ∪ Act, and Z ranges over a countable set Var of recursion variables. We write φ1 ∨ φ2 for
¬(¬φ1 ∧ ¬φ2), φ1 → φ2 for ¬(φ1 ∧ ¬φ2), and [α]φ for ¬〈α〉¬φ whenever α ∈ Act ∪ Act. In the least fixed-point formula
µZ.φ, µZ binds all occurrences of Z in φ with static scoping and we require that all free occurrences of Z in φ are under an
even scope of negations. A formula φ is closed if it contains no free recursion variables. Its meaning, defined in Fig. 5, is then
independent from an environment ρ.
The temporal connective 〈α〉φ states that there is a transition labelled with α leading to a state satisfying φ. The formula
µZ.φ expresses the least fixed point of its body φ, e.g. µZ.〈β〉(q ∨ ¬q) ∨ 〈α〉Z expresses the existence of a path labelled by
finitely many αs followed by a β. The results of this paper remain valid without past tense modalities 〈α¯〉 (by discarding
the map α 7→ α¯ and setting Act = {}) or hybrid constraints n (by setting Nom = {} throughout). Fig. 5 states the
denotational semantics [| φ |]mρ of hMU over 3-valued models. It maps formulas φ and environments ρ, which are functions
Z 7→ (ρa(Z),ρc(Z)) of type Var → {(L,U) ⊆ S× S | L ⊆ U}, into sets of states for a mode of analysism ∈ {a, c}.
Definition 9. Form ∈ {a, c}, we often write (M, s)|=mρ φ or s|=mρ φ for s ∈ [| φ |]mρ , and omit ρ in |=mρ if φ is closed.
The semantics for negation can be explained as follows: Since (M, s) |=a φ states that φmust hold for all refinements of
(M, s) whereas (M, s) |=c φ specifies that φ may hold for some refinement of (M, s), we derive (M, s) |=a ¬φ iff (M, s) 6|=cφ
etc. Similar reasoning justifies the semantics of 〈α〉φ. It is noteworthy that (M, s) |=a [α]φ iff for all (s,α, s′) ∈ Rc — and not
merely all (s,α, s′) ∈ Ra — we have (M, s′) |=a φ. Similarly, (M, s) |=c [α]φ quantifies over all Ra-successors of s. As in [30],
the inclusions for transitions (Ra ⊆ Rc) and labels (La(q) ⊆ Lc(q)) ensure logical consistency of the semantics given for hMU
in Fig. 5: [| φ |]aρ ⊆ [| φ |]cρ and [| φ ∧ ¬φ |]aρ = {} for all environments ρ and φ ∈ hMU. Note that [| φ ∧ ¬φ |]cρ 6= {} is possible,
e.g. if Lc(q) \ La(q) 6= {} and φ is q.
Example 10. The hybrid CTL formula n ∧ (EF n) can be written as
n ∧ µZ.
(
n ∨ ∨
α∈Act
〈α〉Z
)
(5)
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This property states that there is a cycle beginning in the state identified by the nominal n. This property is not expressible
in standard temporal logics.
Remark 11. IfM is a 2-valuedmodel, then [| φ |]aρ = [| φ |]cρ for all ρ and φ of hMU, and k ∈ [| φ |]aρ coincides with the standard
2-valued semantics (M, k) |=ρ φ.
Example 12. Consider the model in Fig. 4.
(1) t3|=a[attacks]〈attacks〉¬〈knows〉true, if t2 |=a 〈attacks〉¬〈knows〉true (since (x, attacks, t3) ∈ Rc for x = t2), if t0 |=a
¬〈knows〉true (since (x, attacks, t0) ∈ Ra for x = t2), which is the case as there is no (t0, knows, x) ∈ Rc.
(2) t2 |=c µZ.〈attacks〉SecurityBroker ∨ 〈trusts〉Z holds since t3 is in the set Lc(SecurityBroker), which implies t3 |=c
SecurityBroker, and since there is an Rc-path from t2 to t3 generating the word trusts attacks. In fact, there are infinitely
many witnesses for this check, one for each word trustsn attacks (n ≥ 0) that witnesses an Rc-path from t2 to t3.
3. Refinement between models
In specifying a 3-valued model we implicitly describe a possibly infinite set of 2-valued models. Such intuitions can
be formalized in Cousot and Cousot’s framework of abstract interpretation [9] or through a co-inductive definition of
refinement, as carried out by Larsen and Thomsen in [35]. We pursue the latter approach here and turn to defining
refinement.
Definition 13. For i = 1, 2 let (Mi, si) = (((Si, Rai , Lai ), (Si, Rci , Lci )), si) be pointed 3-valued models. Then (M1, s1) is refined by
(M2, s2) iff there is a relation Q ⊆ S1 × S2 such that (s1, s2) ∈ Q and, for all (s, t) ∈ Q , we have
(1) for all q ∈ AP ∪ Nom, s ∈ La1(q) implies t ∈ La2(q),
(2) for all q ∈ AP ∪ Nom, t ∈ Lc2(q) implies s ∈ Lc1(q),
(3) for all α ∈ Act ∪ Act, if (s,α, s′) ∈ Ra1, there is (t,α, t′) ∈ Ra2 with (s′, t′) ∈ Q ,
(4) for all α ∈ Act ∪ Act, if (t,α, t′) ∈ Rc2, there is (s,α, s′) ∈ Rc1 with (s′, t′) ∈ Q .
We write (M1, s)≺(M2, t) or s≺t whenever there is such a refinement relation Q with (s, t) ∈ Q and denote by C(M, s) the
concretizations of (M, s), the set of those refinements (N, t) of (M, s) that are 2-valued. If s≺t and t≺s, we say that s and t are
refinement equivalent. We often refer to “refined by” as “abstracts”.
Example 14. Consider Q = {(s0, t0), (s0, t2), (s1, t1), (s2, t3)}. This is a refinement relation for the models (M, s0) and (N, t0)
in Figs. 3 and 4 (respectively).
Proofs from the non-hybrid setting, showing that the fixed-point free fragment of the modal mu-calculus logically
characterizes refinement and that refinement is sound with respect to the compositional 3-valued property semantics [32],
also apply to our setting so we record these facts here without proof.
Theorem 15. Let (M, s) and (N, t) be 3-valued models.
(1) We have (M, s)≺(N, t) iff (for all closed, fixed-point free formulas φ of hMU, s ∈ [| φ |]a implies t ∈ [| φ |]a).
(2) If (M, s)≺(N, t), then s ∈ [| φ |]a implies t ∈ [| φ |]a, and t ∈ [| ψ |]c implies s ∈ [| ψ |]c, for all closed φ,ψ of hMU.
This logical characterization (item (1)) and soundness (item (2)) secure soundness of [| φ |]m relative to the thorough
semantics of Bruns and Godefroid in [5] adapted to our hybrid setting.
Corollary 16. For all closed φ ∈ hMU and pointed 3-valued models (M, s):
(1) If s ∈ [| φ |]a, then all (K, k) ∈ C(M, s) satisfy φ.
(2) If there is some (K, k) ∈ C(M, s) that satisfies φ, then s ∈ [| φ |]c.
Proof. Weonly prove (2) as the proof for (1) is similar. Let k |= φ for some (K, k) ∈ C(M, s). Since (K, k) is also a concretization
of (M, s) (called a “completion” in [5]) if we “forget” all hybrid constraints and treat AP ∪ Nom as a single set of atomic
propositions, the results in [5] ensure s |=c φ as the latter semantics corresponds to the compositional one of [5]. 
Example 17. For s0 in Fig. 3 we have s0 6|=a〈attacks〉Alice ∨ ¬〈attacks〉Alice as there is no (s0, attacks, x) ∈ Ra and since
(s0, attacks, s1) ∈ Rc and s1 |=c Alice. The formula is a tautology and so true for all concretizations of s0, implying that the
converse of item (1) in Corollary 16 is not true.
We emphasize the sense of direction in (1) and (2) of Corollary 16. If s |=a φ holds, we know that all concretizations of s
satisfy φ by item (1). But if s |=c φ holds, we do not know whether some concretization of s satisfies φ. However, if there is
a concretization of s satisfying φ, then s |=c φ holds by item (2).
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4. Multiple models and their decision problems
We can now define the decision problems studied in this paper. Let
V = {(Mi, si) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} (k > 1) (6)
be any finite set of pointed 3-valuedmodels (Mi, si)with only finitelymany states. If eachMi is the abstraction of a computer
program, consistency of all (Mi, si) ∈ V is usually assured as the operational semantics of the program constructs a consistent
common concretization, up to casting and representational changes. However, if each (Mi, si) is an answer to a query from
a local database, V is often not consistent. We identify the relevant decision problems.
Definition 18. Let C(V) = {(N, t) | ∀(M, s) ∈ V : (N, t) ∈ C(M, s)} be the set of common concretizations of V . For closed φ of
hMU, we define parameterized boolean expressions C(V), S(V,φ), and V(V,φ):
(1) Consistency: C(V) holds iff all models of V have a common concretization, i.e. iff C(V) 6= {}.
(2) Satisfiability: S(V,φ) is true iff there is a common concretization ofV that satisfies φ, i.e. iff {(N, t) ∈ C(V) | t |= φ} 6= {}.
(3) Validity: V(V,φ) holds iff all common concretizations of V satisfy φ.
Since all pointed 3-valued models (M, s) have a concretization, e.g. one obtained from (Ma, s) by “implementing” all
hybrid constraints Lc(n), C(V) holds iff all models ofV have a common refinement. Note that V(V,φ) holds for all φ ifV has
no common concretization. Thus it is usually prudent to first establish C(V) before certifying V(V,φ).
Inspired by [32] we construct a closed formula [Mi, si] of hMU for each pointed 3-valued model (Mi, si) such that
∀ pointed 3-valued models (N, t): (N, t)|=a[Mi, si] iff (Mi, si)≺(N, t). (7)
The existence of such formulas had been shown for modal transition systems in [28] already and secures the desired
reductions of S(V,φ) and V(V,φ) to satisfiability checks in hMU.
Theorem 19. (1) Each pointed, finite-state, 3-valued model (Mi, si) has a closed formula [Mi, si] of hMU satisfying (7).
(2) The decision problems S(V,φ) and V(V,φ) are in EXPTIME in the size of φ and reducible to satisfiability checks of hMU over
2-valued models.
Proof. (1) For each state ti in Mi we set (similar to (3) in [32])
[Mi, ti] =
 ∧
(ti,α,t
′
i )∈Ra
〈α〉[Mi, t′i]
 ∧
 ∧
α∈Act
[α]
 ∨
(ti,α,t
′
i )∈Rc
[Mi, t′i]
 (8)
∧∧{q | ti ∈ La(q), q ∈ Act ∪ Nom}
∧∧{¬q | ti 6∈ Lc(q), q ∈ Act ∪ Nom}
as a system of greatest fixed-point equations. AsMi has only finitely many states, each [Mi, ti] is expressible in hMU (see
Example 20). The proof that [Mi, si] satisfies (7) is basically the one given in [32].
(2) We first show thatV as in (6) has a common concretization iff the closed formula σV = ∧ki=1 [Mi, si] of hMU is satisfiable
over 2-valued models.
• If σV is satisfiable, k |= σV for some pointed 2-valued model (K, k). But then (7) and k |= σV render (Mi, si)≺(K, k) for
all i = 1, 2, . . . , k and so (K, k) ∈ C(V).
• Conversely, if V has a common concretization (K, k), (Mi, si) is refined by (K, k) for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Using (7) this
implies (K, k) |= σV and so σV is satisfiable over 2-valued models.
The reductions for S(V,φ) and V(V,φ) to satisfiability checks in hMU are variations of the above reduction for C(V).
The check S(V,φ) holds iffφ∧σV is satisfiable over 2-valuedmodels. The checkV(V,φ) holds iff¬φ∧σV is unsatisfiable
over 2-valued models. The EXPTIME result follows directly from these reductions and Theorem 2 of [44]. 
Example 20. For (M, s2) from Fig. 3 we compute [M, s2] as the conjunction of three components. The first component,
〈trusts〉[M, s2] ∧ 〈trusts〉[M, s2] conjoins existential modalities. The second component,
[attacks]false ∧ [attacks][M, s0] ∧ [knows]false ∧ [knows]false ∧ (9)
[workswith]false ∧ [workswith][M, s0] ∧ [trusts][M, s2] ∧ [trusts][M, s2]
conjoins universal modalities. Finally the third component, ¬p ∧ ¬Bob ∧ ¬Alice ∧ ¬Spy conjoins negations of atomic
propositions and nominals. The fourth component (positive monomials from AP ∪ Nom) is absent since s2 is not in any
La(q) for q ∈ AP ∪ Nom. To indicate how the entire formula is converted into hMU, we only show the outermost level of
recursion:
[M, s2] = λZ.〈trusts〉Z ∧ 〈trusts〉Z ∧ [attacks]false ∧ [attacks][M, s0] ∧
[knows]false ∧ [knows]false ∧ [workswith]false ∧
[workswith][M, s0] ∧ [trusts]Z ∧ [trusts]Z ∧
¬p ∧ ¬Bob ∧ ¬Alice ∧ ¬Spy (10)
Of course, within (10) formula [M, s0] is treated similarly and will refer to [M, s1] and to Z in its recursive body as there are
transitions from s0 to s1 and to s2. Also note that empty disjunctions under [α] are false and that [α] false specifies the absence
of outgoing transitions labelled with α.
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The size of σV is typically larger (and exponentially so in the worst case) than the sum of the sizes of all (Mi, si), since
each (Mi, si) is a more efficient encoding of the tree automata corresponding to [Mi, si]. Nonetheless, Section 5 below reveals
that C(V) is typically in PTIME for a fixed, finite number of models.
The semantics of Fig. 5, an approximation as specified in Corollary 16, is in UP∩ co-UP via a reduction to 2-valued checks
similar to the one in [5]. Such a reduction does not seem to be possible in general for S(V,φ) and V(V,φ) as these decision
problems are EXPTIME-complete.
Theorem 21. The decision problems S(V,φ) and V(V,φ) are EXPTIME-complete in the size of φ.
Proof. For V = {(M, s)}, S(V,φ) and V(V,φ) ask whether some (respectively, all) concretizations of (M, s) satisfy φ. So
S(V,φ) is the generalized model checking problem of Bruns and Godefroid in [5] and V(V,φ) its dual when Act = {} and
Nom = {} by [5] and [21]. Since generalized model checking is EXPTIME-complete for formulas of the modal mu-calculus
[5] (our hMUwhen Act = Nom = {}), S(V,φ) and V(V,φ) are EXPTIME-hard in the size of φ for generalV and φ of hMU. By
Theorem 19 the decision problems S(V,φ) and V(V,φ) are in EXPTIME and so EXPTIME-complete in the size of φ. 
5. Complexity of common concretization checks
We now show that C(V) is in PTIME for a fixed, finite number of models. We show this under very reasonable
assumptions, namely:
Assumption for remainder of paper: For each model under consideration of a consistency check we require:
(A1) For any nominal n, the set Lc(n) is a singleton.
(A2) There is a universal event u [44] with may transitions between any pair of states.
Assumption (1) is certainly reasonable for abstracting a concrete model if nominals should not lose any precision in
the abstraction. Assumption (1) is also reasonable for a specifier, for if several abstract states may satisfy n, then such a
model presents an ambiguity regarding the unique state to be named n. Assumption (2) is needed so that reachability and
refinement of nominals mesh well. For the sake of clarity we do not display may transitions for the universal event in any
figures.
These assumptions appear to be necessary for obtaining efficient algorithms for consistency checking, as the problem
seems to be NP-hard whenever nominalsmay be true at more than one abstract state [1]. Of course, this is a non-issue when
the set of nominals is empty.
Definition 22. Let eachMi = ((Si, Rai , Lai ), (Si, Rci , Lci )) in (6) have finite-state space Si. We drop the indexes in Lmi etc whenever
the i is determined by context.
(1) We denote
∏k
i=1 Si by SV , writeEt for tuples (t1, t2, . . . , tk) ∈ SV , and useVEs to stress that si is the initial state in each (Mi, si)
of V .
(2) A common concretization witness is a relationW ⊆ SV such that
(a) Et ∈ W implies: for all i and q ∈ AP ∪ Nom, if ti ∈ La(q) then tj ∈ Lc(q) for all j 6= i,
(b) Et ∈ W implies: for all i and α ∈ Act ∪ Act, if (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Ra, there is Et′ ∈ W such that (tj,α, t′j) ∈ Rc for all j 6= i, and
(c) for all n ∈ Nom, there is Etn ∈ W such that for all i, tni ∈ Lc(n).
Note that in clause (2b) above the ith coordinate of Et′ is bound to the given t′i and that clause 2c is required as each n has
to hold in a state of K for any (K, k) ∈ C(V). Note that there can be at most one such vector Etn in (2c) by assumption
(A1). As the arbitrary union of common concretization witnesses is a common concretization witness, there is a greatest
common concretization witness for eachVEs, denoted byWVEs , whichmaywell be empty — in which case there is no common
concretization witness at all by (2c).
This relation captures the existence of common concretizations.
Theorem 23. For any VEs, the predicate C(VEs) is equivalent to “Es ∈ WVEs”.
Proof. • First let C(VEs). It suffices to show that W = {Et ∈ SVEs | C(VEt) 6= {}} is a common concretization witness, and so a
subset ofWVEs :
(a) If Et ∈ W, then there is a common implementation of Et, let us say, (K, k) = ((S, R, L), k)). So if ti ∈ La(q) for any i and
q ∈ AP ∪ Nom, then k ∈ L(q) as ti≺k. But then tj ∈ Lc(q) for all j 6= i as tj≺k.
(b) If Et ∈ W, then there is a common implementation of Et, let us say, (K, k) = ((S, R, L), k)). So if (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Ra for any i
and α ∈ Act ∪ Act, then ti≺k implies there is some (k,α, k′) ∈ R with t′i≺k′. But since tj≺k for all j 6= i, the transition
(k,α, k′) has a match (tj,α, t′j) ∈ Rc such that t′j≺k′. Therefore, Et′ ∈ W.
(c) Since Es ∈ W we know that there is a common implementation of Es, say, (K, k) = ((S, R, L), k)). So for each n ∈ Nom
there is, by assumption (A1), for each i exactly one state tni ∈ Si with tni ∈ Lci (n), and a unique state kn ∈ Swith kn ∈ L(n).
Since kn is reachable from k through the universal event u by assumption (A2), we infer that tni ≺kn, since si≺k and by
the uniqueness of the states tni and kn. Therefore Etn ∈ W as desired since it has (K, kn) as common concretization.
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Fig. 6. Computing the greatest common concretization witness WVEs for a finite set of models VEs , union and minus denote set-theoretic union and
complement, resp.
• Let Es ∈ WVEs . We have to show that Es has a common concretization. We define such a common concretization as
K = (WVEs , RK, LK) where
. (Et,α, Et′) ∈ RK iff (for all j, (tj,α, t′j) ∈ Rc)
. Et ∈ LK(q) iff (for all j, tj ∈ Lc(q)) for q ∈ AP ∪ Nom.
We claim that (K,Es) ∈ C(VEs) with refinement {(ti,Et) | Et ∈ WVEs }.
. Let n ∈ Nom. Since Es ∈ WVEs , there is, by (2c), some Etn ∈ WVEs such that tni ∈ Lci (n) for all i, and the latter means that there
is a unique such vector by assumption (A1). But this means that there is a unique state Etn in K at which n is true. This
takes care of the constraints for nominals and it remains to show that (K,Es) is a common refinement of Es (if we forget
the constraints on nominals).
. By definition of K, any transition from Et ∈ WVEs in K or propositional (or nominal) label at Et in K is “c-matched” for ti in
each Mi.
. Any (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Ra in Mi with Et ∈ WVEs ensures matching (tj,α, t′j) ∈ Rc for all j 6= i such that Et′ ∈ WVEs as Et ∈ WVEs by 2b.
So (Et,α, Et′) ∈ RK as Ra ⊆ Rc in each Mi.
. Any ti ∈ La(q) for q ∈ AP ∪ Nom and any i implies tj ∈ Lc(q) for all j 6= i as Et ∈ WVEs by 2a. But this means that Et ∈ LK(q).
Therefore (Mi, si)≺(K,Es) for all i = 1, . . . , k and so C(VEs) holds. 
The definition of common concretizationwitnesses and Theorem23 readily generalize to the casewhenV is an infinite set of
3-valuedmodels. In the finite case, we derive an algorithm for computingWVEs in Fig. 6. IfV consists of two pointed 2-valued
models, the algorithm is a non-optimal version of the familiar splitting algorithm for bisimulation.We prove its correctness.
Theorem 24. The algorithm of Fig. 6 terminates after at most |SV| iterations and assigns to Yes the setWVEs . In particular, C(VEs)
is in PTIME whenever we consider a fixed, finite number of models.1
Proof. For termination,S_V minus No equalsS_V initially andNo is a subset ofS_V that increases by one at each iteration
so there cannot be more iterations than elements in S_V. Since the algorithm runs in polynomial time if the finite number
of models is fixed, it remains to show correctness:
• ForWVEs ⊆ Yes it suffices to show thatW ⊆ Yes for a non-empty common concretization witnessW ⊆ SV . To that end, it
suffices to show thatW ⊆ S_V minus No is an invariant of the while-statement as {} 6= W then forces execution of the if-
branch. The inclusionW ⊆ S_V minus No holds initially as then No is empty andW ⊆ S_V. Assume thatW ⊆ S_V minus No
holds right before an iteration of the while-statement. Given t ∈ W, the expression (bad (t, No)) is false since t is in
the common concretization witnessW and the range of the quantifier all t’ is the set S_V minus No and subsumes
W by assumption. Thus, no t ∈ W can be added to No.
• For Yes ⊆ WVEs it suffices to show that a non-empty Yes is a common concretization witness. After execution of Yes =
S_V minus No, the expression (bad (t, No)) is false for all t in Yes and the Boolean guard of the if-statement is
true, so this states that Yes is a common concretization witness. 
Example 25. (1) Let V consist of the two models in Figs. 3 and 7. The algorithm of Fig. 6 non-deterministically computes
Yes to be empty: the pair (u2, s2) is in No as (u2, attacks, u0) ∈ Ra and there is no matching (s2, attacks, x) ∈ Rc. But u2 is
the only possible match for s2 as both states are the only possible location of SecurityBroker. Thus, every vector in S_V
minus No has at least one coordinate that is definitely not the location of SecurityBroker. By the last if-statement of
the algorithm, that algorithm returns the empty set.
(2) Now let V consist of the two models in Figs. 3 and 4. The refinement relation {(s0, t0), (s0, t2), (s1, t1), (s2, t3)} from
Example 14 is also the greatest common concretization witness and the algorithm in Fig. 6 non-deterministically
computes just that set.
1 For most applications, the number of models considered is rather small.
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Fig. 7. A model similar to, but inconsistent with, the one in Fig. 3.
6. Efficient approximations
We would like to obtain efficient approximations for the EXPTIME-complete judgments S(V,φ) and V(V,φ). One may
seek such approximations based on the idea of model merging [34,45]. By imposing a determinacy condition on models,
similar to the one used by Larsen et al. in [34], the process of merging models is able to produce an optimal common
refinementV+ for consistentV in (6) in that C(V+) = ⋂ki=1 C(Mi, si). We defineV+ for general models and prove that it is a
common refinement of V , and is optimal under such determinacy assumptions. A similar result is already stated in [34] for
independence relations, which correspond to our common concretization witnesses where all existentials in Definition 22
havemultiplicity 1 (unique existence). Alas, such determinacy demands, as used in [34,45], severely limit the expressiveness
of models in general. We also construct a 3-valued summarymodelV− that serves as a consistent and informative common
abstraction of V .
Definition 26. LetV be given as in (6). For ? ∈ {−,+}we define a 3-valued modelV? = (Va?,Vc?)withVm? = (WV, RmV? , LmV?)
form ∈ {a, c} such that for all q ∈ AP ∪ Nom, α ∈ Act ∪ Act
Et ∈ LaV+(q) iff ∃i : ti ∈ La(q) (11)
Et ∈ LcV+(q) iff ∀i : ti ∈ Lc(q)
(Et,α, Et′) ∈ RaV+ iff (∀j : (tj,α, t′j) ∈ Rc) ∧ (∃i : (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Ra)
(Et,α, Et′) ∈ RcV+ iff ∀i : (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Rc
Et ∈ LaV−(q) iff ∀i : ti ∈ La(q)
Et ∈ LcV−(q) iff ∃i : ti ∈ Lc(q)
(Et,α, Et′) ∈ RaV− iff ∀i : (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Ra
(Et,α, Et′) ∈ RcV− iff ∃i : (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Rc.
The logic in the definition of the 3-valued model V+ matches the definition of the conjunction of modal transition systems
in [34]. These summary models V+ and V− render common refinements and abstractions (respectively).
Proposition 27. Let V be as in (6). Then V− and V+ are 3-valued models and, for all Et ∈ WV and all i, we have
(V−,Et)≺(Mi, ti)≺(V+,Et).
Proof. • All consistency constraints on transitions and the labelling for 3-valued models are met in V− and V+ by
construction. For the sake of illustration, we show that LaV+(q) ⊆ LcV+(q). Let Et ∈ LaV+(q). By definition, there is some i
with ti ∈ La(q) in Mi. Since Et ∈ WV , ti ∈ La(q) implies tj ∈ Lc(q) for all j 6= i. But then tj ∈ Lc(q) for all j as La(q) ⊆ Lc(q) in Mi.
Therefore, Et ∈ LcV+(q) by definition.
• We claim that Q = {(ti,Et) | Et ∈ WVEs } is a witness for (Mi, ti)≺(V+,Et):
(1) Let ti ∈ La(q). Then Et ∈ LaV+(q) by definition of LaV+(q).
(2) Let Et ∈ LcV+(q). Then ti ∈ Lc(q) by definition of LcV+(q).
(3) Let (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Ra. Since Et ∈ WVEs , there is some Et′ ∈ WVEs such that (tj,α, t′j) ∈ Rc for all j 6= i. Then (Et,α, Et′) ∈ RaV+ by
definition of RaV+ and (t
′
i, Et′) ∈ Q .
(4) Let (Et,α, Et′) ∈ RcV+ . Then (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Rc by definition of RcV+ and (t′i, Et′) ∈ Q .
• The proof of (V−,Et)≺(Mi, ti) is similar to the one just given. 
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Fig. 8. A model that is consistent with the one in Fig. 4 but where no state of one model refines any state of the other.
Fig. 9. The summary model V+ that serves as a common refinement of the models in Figs. 4 and 8.
The abstraction V− is concrete enough to meaningfully relate to the common models it abstracts. The single model V+ aids
comprehension as it synthesizes a common refinement for further inspection. Usersmaywant to explore the state spaceWV
to generate alternative single model summaries, as done for the larger state space SV in [45] for models without nominals.
One can easily see that assumptions (A1) and (A2) are preserved from V to V+, but not to V− as seen in Fig. 10.
Example 28. Let V consist of the models in Figs. 4 and 8.
• We compute the greatest concretization witness for this V as {(ti, vi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ 4} ∪ {t3, v2)}. In any deterministic run of
the algorithm from Fig. 6, only these five of the possible sixteen states survive. For example, (t0, v3) is eliminated since
t0 ∈ La(q) but v3 6∈ Lc(q); and (t2, v3) is eliminated since (v3,workswith, v0) ∈ Ra but there is no (t2,workswith, x) ∈ Rc.
• Fig. 9 shows the common refinement V+ whose state space was computed in the previous item. Note that the fifth state
(t3, v2) has no consistent nominals and is disconnected from the rest of the model.
• Fig. 10 shows the common abstractionV−. Note that state (t3, v2) has no incoming transitions from other states and that
the nominals for Spy and SecurityBroker are abstracted by more than one state.
In the next theorem, which is closely related to Theorem 2.4 in [34], we show that V+ is optimal whenever all Mi are
deterministic (which will rarely occur in practice).
Theorem 29. Let allMi in (6) bedeterministic in that for all states t ∈ Si andα ∈ Act we have that (t,α, t′) ∈ Rc and (t,α, t′′) ∈ Rc
imply that t′ and t′′ are refinement equivalent. Then every common refinement of VEs is a refinement of (V+,Es). In particular,
C(VEs) = ⋂ki=1 C(Mi, si) equals C(V+,Es).
Proof. Let (N, j) be a 3-valued model with state space SN that refines all (Mi, si). It suffices to show that (N, j) refines (V+,Es),
specifically that Q = {(Et,w) ∈ WVEs × SN | ∀i : (Mi, ti)≺(N,w)} is a refinement, as (Es, j) ∈ Q . So let (Et,w) ∈ Q . Then ∀j : tj≺w.
We check all four refinement conditions, of which only the third one relies on our determinacy assumptions.
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Fig. 10. The summary model V− that serves as a common abstraction of the models in Figs. 4 and 8. Note that there are now two states at which
SecurityBroker may be true, violating assumption (A1).
(1) Let Et ∈ LaV+(q). By definition of LaV+(q), there is some iwith ti ∈ La(q). Since tj≺w for all j, this renders w ∈ LaN(q).
(2) Let w ∈ LcN(q). Since tj≺w for all j, we get ti ∈ Lc(q) for all i. By definition of LcV+(q), this renders Et ∈ LcV+(q).
(3) Let (Et,α, Et′) ∈ RaV+ . Then, by the definition of RaV+ , for all j we have (tj,α, t′j) ∈ Rc and there is some i for which
(ti,α, t′i) ∈ Ra. Since ti≺w and (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Ra we infer the existence of some w′ with (w,α,w′) ∈ RaN and t′i≺w′. But
then (w,α,w′) ∈ RaN ⊆ RcN and so (since tj≺w for all j) we have, for all j, the existence of some t′′j with (tj,α, t′′j ) ∈ Rc and
t′′j ≺w′. Since Rc is deterministic for each α, we infer that t′j and t′′j are refinement equivalent for all j and so (Et′,w′) ∈ Q as
desired.
(4) Let (w,α,w′) ∈ RcN . Since tj≺w for all j, we know that for all i there is some t′i with (ti,α, t′i) ∈ Rc and t′i≺w′. Therefore,
(N,w′) is a common refinement of VEt′ and so Et′ ∈ WVEs follows. But then (Et′,w′) ∈ Q and (Et,α, Et′) ∈ RcV+ . 
Remark 30. • The significance of Theorem 29 is that, for deterministicMi in (6), we can soundly approximate V(VEs,φ) and
S(VEs,φ) with (V+,Es) |=a φ and (V+,Es) |=c φ (respectively) and know that no more precise approximations, which rely
on |=a and |=c only, exist. Furthermore, we then have V(VEs,φ) = V({(V+,Es)},φ) and S(VEs,φ) = S({(V+,Es)},φ).
• If V+ is non-optimal, we can still soundly approximate satisfiability and validity checks: If some concretization of V+
satisfies φ, then S(V,φ) holds. If all concretizations of V− satisfy φ, then V(V,φ) holds.
• If V+ is optimal, it is less precise to use V− for the approximation of validity checks as V+ then captures all common
concretizations of V.
We now show that no definition of single model summaries can be optimal in the non-deterministic case, unless the
notion of “single model” is widened to more general notions such as disjunctive transition systems [33], focused transition
systems [14], or µ-automata [15].
Theorem 31. There are pointed 3-valued models (M1, s1) and (M2, s2) such that there is no common refinement of these two
models that is at least as abstract as all other common refinements of these models.
We refer the interested reader to the proof of Theorem 31 in the Appendix. This proof implies structural properties of
the universal modelD for 3-valued models with AP ∪ Nom = {} given in [31].
Corollary 32. The domainD of [31], which faithfully models modal transition systems [35] and their refinement, is not bounded
complete.
Proof. The proof for this is implicit in the proof of Theorem31 since bounded complete domains have suprema for all subsets
that are bounded in that domain. 
Let us make two points about Theorem 31 and its proof. First, we employ a metaphor for the sake of illustration. Let
us think of the set of concretizations of M, C(M), as being a geometric object. In the deterministic case, this object can
be interpreted as a finite intersection of parallel rectangles in the plane since the intersection of such objects is either
empty or again a rectangle. This captures the optimality result in Theorem 29. In the non-deterministic case, C(M) can
be thought of as an ellipse in the plane since the intersection of finitely many ellipses is either empty, an ellipse (e.g. for
deterministic systems), or a more general geometric object where not all points on the boundary have a tangent. This more
general boundary condition is suggested (but not proved) by the non-optimality result in Theorem 31. Second, the inability
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to obtain good reductions of S(V,φ) and V(V,φ) to model checks on a single 3-valued model is linked to the fact that the
domain-theoreticmodelD of [31] is not bounded complete. Consequently, this approach can only deliver limited results and
suggests the consideration of tree-automata-like models and their refinement games in future work, as already suggested
in [26].
7. Related work
Larsen and Liu [33] consider finite systems of equations Pi ∼ Ci(X), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, in one variable X where Pi is a process term,
Ci(·) a process context, and ∼ bisimulation. They show that the solution set of such an equation system E is completely
described by a disjunctive modal transition system ME in that X solves E if, and only if, the disjunctive modal transition
system described by X refinesME . This determines an algorithm for finite-state process terms that computes a solution of E
in case that ME is consistent.
Larsen et al. use projective views for a constrained-based proof methodology on modal transition systems [34]. They
define independence relations between modal transition systems and show that independent modal transition systems
have a logical conjunction. Their independence relation is a deterministic version of our common concretization witnesses
and their logical conjunction corresponds to our summary model V+ in this deterministic and non-hybrid case. In their
setting, consistency is a non-issue as the conjunction of all projective views recovers the modal transition system that those
views abstract through projection.
Uchitel and Chechik [45] merge a variant of modal transition systems with overlapping but different sets of event
signatures (the Act in our setting) to obtain a minimal common refinement for which they prove existence for deterministic
models. This minimality result appears to be quite similar in spirit to the one mentioned above in [34]. Uchitel and Chechik
suggest user participation to explore common behavior if no minimal common refinement exists. Their models are more
general than ours in that events may differ in models, but less general than ours in that we compute the space of all
consistent tuples, allow for nominals, andmake efficientmodel checking possible. They stress engineering activities inmodel
elaboration, we use static analysis and identify the complexities of the relevant decision problems.
Cortesi et al. [8] provide a semantic framework in which finitely many lattices, each used for a specific abstract
interpretation, may be combined into a single lattice such that information inferred in single lattices may be shared across
all lattices. This “open product”, an optimization of the reduced product in [10], can translate meanings across individual
lattices and can speed up fixed-point iterations and improve the precision of analysis.
Fitting uses a partial order of experts to constrain the consistency of experts’ assertions about the truth and falsity of
transitions and state observables in multiple-valued Kripke structures [17].
Chechik et al. endow Fitting’s models with a semantics for negation drawn from a De Morgan lattice negotiated among
experts. For these models they devise a multiple-valued version of computation tree logic and its symbolic model checking
algorithm [6].
Nentwich et al. developed the toolxlinkit that analyzes distributedXMLdocuments for possible inconsistencies, based
on rules written in first-order logic [38]. The semantics for a formula of first-order logic computes a set of hyper-links, all
tagged with marks “Inconsistent” or “Consistent”. The navigable hyper-links provide diagnostic evidence for their tag value
[38]. These tags are shown to be correct with respect to the usual truth-value semantics of first-order logic [37].
Guerra [23] proposes a specification framework for software artifacts, where specifications have defaults and allow
for exceptions stemming from the reuse or evolution of system demands. In [23] specifications are written in linear-time
temporal logic [40] and a non-monotonic semantics for this logic is defined based on default institutions [22], where the
semantics of defaults is given by a generalized distance between interpretations.
Variants of the formulas [Mi, si] have also been studied by Fecher and Steffen in [16].
For modal transition systems and the modal mu-calculus, the decision problems of this paper have already been defined
in [29] and the reduction to satisfiability in the modal mu-calculus for common refinement checks has been stated in [28].
This paper is an expanded version of the technical report [25], contains some results (notably Theorems 29 and 31) and
examples that were not featured in [25], and adds some discussion points (notably material in Section 1) made already in
[26]. The latter paper presents all key results of [25] formodels withNom = {} and Act = {∗} and proposes the use of focused
transition systems [14] and their refinement games to approximate the decision problems S(V,φ) and V(V,φ).
8. Conclusions
We studied finite sets of 3-valued, hybrid models. Such models are suitable models for answers to database queries,
knowledge representation, functional requirements etc. We showed that the decision problems “Is there a common
concretization satisfying φ?” (satisfiability) and “Does φ hold for all common concretizations?” (validity) are EXPTIME-
complete for the hybrid mu-calculus. For a fixed number of models, we gave a, typically, PTIME decision procedure for
checking whether such a finite set of models is consistent in that it has a common concretization (satisfiability for φ being
true). Then we discussed two single summary models that serve as common abstractions and refinements (respectively) of
finitely many 3-valued models. Their model checks, therefore, approximate validity and satisfiability checks. The summary
modelwhich is a common refinementwas proved to be optimalwhenever all underlying 3-valuedmodels are deterministic.
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We also showed that no definition of summary models can be optimal in the non-deterministic case unless one widens the
scope of models to tree-automata or similar notions.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 31. We employ proof by contradiction, the results of [21], and the model-theoretic insights from [31].
In [21] it is shown that various notions of 3-valued models and their refinements have translations into modal transition
systems and their refinement notion such that these translations preserve and reflect refinement. Modal transition systems
[35] correspond to our 3-valuedmodels satisfying AP∪Nom = {} so only transitions are labelled in these models. Therefore,
it suffices to prove this theorem for 3-valued models with empty AP ∪ Nom as that is a special signature setting for our
3-valued models. Consider
(Assumption)Any two pointed, finite-state, and 3-valuedmodels (M1, s1) and (M2, s2) have a pointed 3-valuedmodel
(M1 ∨M2, s1 ∨ s2) satisfying:
(1) (Mi, si)≺(M1 ∨M2, s1 ∨ s2) for i = 1, 2
(2) for all (N, t) we have (M1 ∨M2, s1 ∨ s2)≺(N, t) whenever (Mi, si)≺(N, t) for i = 1, 2.
Proof by contradiction: If the theorem is not true, then (Assumption) holds. In [31], an SFP-domain (D,≤) is constructed
such that all pointed finite-state modal transition systems (M, s) have an embedding 〈|M, s |〉 ∈ D satisfying, for all pointed
finite-state modal transition systems (N, t),
(M, s) refines (N, t) iff 〈|N, t |〉 ≤ 〈|M, s |〉, (A.1)
(M, s) ≺ (D, 〈|M, s |〉), and
(D, 〈|M, s |〉) ≺ (M, s).
In particular, (D,≤) is a partial order inwhich all directed sets have a supremum. From (A.1)we infer that 〈|M1 ∨M2, s1 ∨ s2 |〉
is the supremum 〈|M1, s1 |〉 ∨ 〈|M2, s2 |〉 of 〈|M1, s1 |〉 and 〈|M2, s2 |〉 in (D,≤) by (Assumption). So i, defined as the supremum
〈|A1, a1 |〉 ∨ 〈|A2, a2 |〉 inD , exists and can be interpreted as a pointed modal transition system (D, i) by [31] for any choice of
pointed, finite-state, and 3-valued models (A1, a1) and (A2, a2). In particular, any two such common abstractions (A1, a1)
and (A2, a2) of some (N1, t1) and (N2, t2) have embeddings that are lower bounds of the embeddings of each (Ni, ti):
〈|Aj, aj |〉 ≤ 〈|Nj′ , tj′ |〉 for all j, j′ ∈ {1, 2}.
Now consider the pointed, finite-state, 3-valued models (A1, a1) and (A2, a2) in Fig. A.2. It is easily seen that both are
abstractions of (N1, t1) and of (N2, t2) in Fig. A.1. In particular, (D, i)≺(Nj, tj) for j = 1, 2 by (A.1). Since (a2, x2) ∈ RaA2 and
(A2, a2)≺(D, i), there is some (i, i′) ∈ RaD such that x2≺i′. But a1≺i as well and RaD ⊆ RcD and so there is some state ω of A1
with (a1,ω) ∈ RcA1 and ω≺i′. Finally, i≺t1 and i≺t2 together with (i, i′) ∈ RaD imply the existence of some (t1,η) ∈ RaN1 and
(t2, γ) ∈ RaN2 such that i′≺η and i′≺γ. In particular,
ω≺η, ω≺γ, x2≺η, and x2≺γ (A.2)
as refinement is transitive and i′ acts as the transitive link for all four refinement instances in (A.2). We therefore arrive at
the desired contradiction if we can show that no such states η and γ exist. Since each ti has two RaAi-successor states, we need
to consider four cases:
(1) Let (η, γ) = (u1, u2). Since ω abstracts both states u1 and u2 by (A.2), we infer from the labels at u1 that ω ∈ LcA1(r). From
u2 we similarly obtain ω ∈ LcA1(s). But LcA1(r) ∩ LcA1(s) is empty, a contradiction.
(2) Let (η, γ) = (u1,w2). Sinceω abstracts both states u1 andw2 by (A.2), we infer from the labels at u1 thatω ∈ LcA1(r). From
w2 we similarly obtain ω ∈ LcA1(p). But LcA1(r) ∩ LcA1(p) is empty, a contradiction.
(3) Let (η, γ) = (w1, u2). Since ω abstracts both states w1 and u2 by (A.2), we infer from the labels at w1 that ω ∈ LcA1(p).
From u2 we similarly obtain ω ∈ LcA1(s). But LcA1(p) ∩ LcA1(s) is empty, a contradiction.
(4) Let (η, γ) = (w1,w2). Since x2 abstracts w1 by (A.2), we infer from the labels at w1 that x2 ∈ LcA2(p). But x2 6∈ LcA2(p) by
definition, a contradiction.
In summary, not all (A1, a1) and (A2, a2) have a supremum with respect to the preorder ≺. Therefore, (Assumption) is
false and so the theorem is true. 
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Fig. A.1. Two pointed 3-valued models (N1, t1) and (N2, t2) with AP = {p, q, r, s}, Nom = {}, and Act = {∗} that do not possess a maximal common
abstraction, as shown in the proof of Theorem 31. Only ∗-transitions are shown and that label is omitted throughout.
Fig. A.2. Two pointed 3-valued models with AP, Nom, and Act as in Fig. A.1. Both are common abstractions of the pointed 3-valued models (N1, t1) and
(N2, t2) depicted in Fig. A.1. Yet no common refinement of (A1, a1) and (A2, a2) is a common abstraction of (N1, t1) and (N2, t2), as shown in the proof of
Theorem 31.
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